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Abstract. In this paper we present a method of segmenting instrumented  
activities of daily living (IADL) using kinematic criterion coupled with sensor 
technology. To collect our training data we asked four neurologically healthy 
individuals to make a total of 60 cups of tea with a set order of ASs. We then 
evaluated our IADL segmentation technique in healthy individuals and patients 
with limb apraxia, and demonstrate that combining kinematic criterion with 
sensor data is provides an accurate means to segment IADL’s into relevant ASs.  
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1 Introduction 

After a stroke incident as many as 24% of patients suffer from persistent impairments 
of limb apraxia [1]; a cognitive-motor deficit characterized by impairment in the  
performance of skilled movement. Research has demonstrated that patients with 
apraxia have difficulty performing many activities of daily living (ADL), such as 
eating a meal or making a cup of tea or coffee [2-3], and have difficulty shaving or 
brushing teeth [4]. Despite these apparent difficulties, quantitative analysis of ADL 
performance is extremely rare and restricted to qualitative and/or temporal variables. 
There is, however, ample evidence that individuals with left brain damage (LBD) 
after stroke exhibit impaired movement kinematics during tool use [5-6].  

Based on the kinematic analysis of tool use in patients with LBD, it is certainly a 
worthwhile venture to examine whether impaired movement kinematics are also  
observable during instrumented activities of daily living (IADL). We recently  
explored whether a complex IADL (i.e., preparing a cup of tea) could be segmented 
using kinematic criteria alone [7]. We found that action segment (AS) boundaries 
could be detected for neurologically healthy participants, but only if the task was 
performed in a prescribed order. However, it was not possible to detect AS boundaries 
when patients with apraxia performed the task, regardless of whether patients were 
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free to choose the order of actions, or if action order was prescribed. Furthermore, the 
ability to detect AS boundaries was highly affected by the presence of irrelevant  
actions. In sum, it appears that segmenting IADLs using kinematic criteria alone is 
not an effective technique, as the kinematic profile of a movement differs depending 
on the order of action and irrelevant actions. In the present paper, we present an alter-
native technique which uses kinematic criterion coupled with sensor technology in 
order to segment an IADL (i.e., tea making) for later kinematic analysis.  

2 Segmentation Technique 

The tea making task was broken down to the following ASs: 1) Fill kettle, 2) add tea 
bag and sugar into mug, 3) Pour hot water from kettle into mug 4) pour milk into 
mug, and 5) stir mug contents. In order to detect these ASs sensors were integrated 
into the base and body of a kettle, a tea mug, and a milk jug. The instrumented objects 
hosted a 3-axis accelerometer and 3 force sensitive resistors (FSRs) which streamed 
data to a host computer via Bluetooth at 200Hz (with a 12bit analog to digital conver-
ter). The accelerometer monitored changes in the movement and orientation of the 
object, while FSRs monitored changes in weight of the object.  

2.1 Sensor-Based Action Segmentation  

The first step of segment parameterization was to determine the primary and second-
ary sensor characteristics for each AS, and then to infer the boundaries of each AS 
from the kinematic data. To this end, we collected training data from four neurologi-
cally healthy individuals, who were asked to make 60 cups of tea with milk and sugar.   

From the collected data we were able to determine when sensor activity for each 
action segment begun and ended (Figure 1, top panel). The fillkettle AS was inferred 
from average of the kettle base FSRs, and the x and y axis kettle body accelerometers. 
Startfillkettle was determined by the first time point in the kettle base FSR series in 
which values exceeded +/-1 baseline values (~1700). Endstartkettle was defined by 
the first time point in which kettle base FSR values returned to baseline after fillket-
tlemaxima (≥3000), with a corresponding spike in both kettle body accelerometers (> 
+/-1 SD baseline value). The addteabagandsugar AS was inferred from the average 
mug FSR’s. AS start and end was determined by calculating the first peak in the time 
series ≥ 1000 (addteabagandsugarmaxima), and then using a forward search from 
addteabagandsugarmaxima to the time point in which mug FSR values returned to 
median baseline values (500-600) within a period of 400ms, respectively. 

The addheatedwaterintomug AS was inferred on the average of the kettle base 
FSR’s, and the x and y axis kettle body accelerometers. Startaddheatedwaterintomug 
was determined by the first time point in which the kettle base FSR dropped and 
stayed below 200 for 700ms, and the x and y axis kettle body accelerometers in-
creased to ≥ +/-2 SD of baseline values. Endaddheatedwaterintomug was determined 
as a return to baseline values (+/-1 SD) for all three sensors. The pourmilk action 
segment was inferred primarily from values obtained by the average milk FSR’s by 
first locating pourmilkminima. A backwards search is then initiated along the time 
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2.2 Kinematic-Based Action Segmentation  

Given our interest in the kinematics involved in each AS, the next step in the  
segmentation process was to link sensor activity and hand kinematics (captured from 
a five camera optical motion capture system [Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden] 
with 200 Hz temporal and 1 mm spatial resolution). Based on assumptions of motor 
control, we assumed that hand movements would precede sensor activity, and that 
hand movements would follow a straight path, with symmetric, bell-shaped, velocity 
profiles [8]. To this end, the kinematic onset of each AS was determined by taking the 
time point of AS onset from sensor data (e.g., startpourmilk) and performing a back-
wards search on the kinematic time series to the point that resultant hand velocity > 
3% peak velocity. Kinematic offset for each AS was calculated using a forwards 
search from sensor AS offset to the time point in the kinematic time series in which 
resultant hand velocity dropped and stayed below 3% peak velocity. After segmenta-
tion, the following kinematic variables were calculated for each AS: movement time 
(ms), percentage total movement time (%), resultant peak velocity (mm/s), and time 
to peak resultant velocity (% AS). 

3 Results 

We evaluated our IADL segmentation technique in three healthy individuals and two 
patients with limb apraxia, who were asked to make 15 cups of tea with milk and 
sugar. Performance was analyzed by comparing sensor-based and kinematic-based 
action segmentation to video data captured during task performance (200 Hz), and 
determining the percentage of accurate AS onset and offset classifications. 

Overall, we were able to successfully determine the pourmilk and addheatedwater 
ASs for all four individuals (>85% accuracy) using our combined sensor- and kine-
matic-based segmentation technique, as the FSR and accelerometers yielded the most 
consistent values across trials and participants. The performance of our technique to 
define the fillkettle AS was somewhat lower (60-85% accuracy across subjects), 
which was due to the presence of movement artifacts associated with the opening and 
closing of the kettle lid which occurred in earlier trials. The lack of consistent sensor 
data also influenced our ability to detect the addteabagandsugar AS. When the sensor 
and video data were compared it was observed that there was no noticable change in 
the mug FSR values when the subject added the teabag in some trials, which lead to a 
decrease in the ability to accurately detect addteabagandsugar AS offset. The ability 
to accurately classify the stirmug AS also differed across individuals (65-90% accura-
cy), which was primarily caused by individual differences in the force and length of 
stirring technique. 

After segmentation, we evaluated the kinematic data to ascertain whether there 
were differences between healthy control and patients with limb apraxia. Overall, we 
found that the kinematics of the patient group exhibited greater inter-individual varia-
bility, specifically for the addteabagandsugar and the stirmug ASs. Furthermore, 
patients took longer to perform, and exhibited smaller peak velocities, for each AS, 
than healthy controls.  
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4 Conclusions 

Our analysis indicates that kinematic analysis of IADLs is contingent upon effective 
segmentation techniques, which can be achieved through combined kinematic and 
sensor technology. After effective IADL segmentation, kinematic analysis revealed 
differences between the hand kinematics of healthy controls and patients with  
apraxia, specific to certain ASs. In future work this method will examine whether 
abnormalities differ depending on clinical variables (e.g., arm impairment, lesion 
volume, and lesion localization). 
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